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This new text is designed for a student or practitioner who is unfamiliar with
"pharmacoeconomics." It provides a straightforward explanation of the essential
pharmacoeconomics topics outlined by The Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education
(ACPE). It defines terminology used in research and covers the application of economic-based
evaluation methods for pharmaceutical products and services. Readers will find examples of
how pharmacoeconomic evaluations relate to decisions that affect patient care and health-
related quality of life.

'As part of the Clinton Global Initiative, Rice University is launching a major initiative in global
health technologies to narrow the unconscionable gap in life expectancy between rich and poor.
This beautifully written volume by Rebecca Richards-Kortum will inspire and empower the next
generation of engineers to make global health their calling. As President Clinton has said,
'today's generation of young people holds more power than any generation before them to make
a positive impact on the world.' The next Jonas Salk or Maurice Hilleman will definitely have this
book close at hand.' Thomas Kalil, University of California, Berkeley and Clinton Global
Initiative'Professor Richards-Kortum has been in the forefront of giving bioengineers a
conscience. This book is an excellent first step in educating engineers as to medical problems in
the developing worlds and ways in which bioengineers can make a difference.' Paul Yager,
Department of Bioengineering, University of Washington, Seattle'Professor Rebecca Richards-
Kortum, a world leader of biomedical engineering research, an HHM investigator and NAE
member, brings a global message to all scientists, indeed to all citizens of the world. Regardless
of our educational background, we should be concerned about world health. Providing better
treatment in a positive social environment, caring about the epidemic level of certain diseases
and giving cost effective solutions to health management is not just scientifically exciting. It is
also our responsibility as citizens of this world! Richards-Kortum makes it crystal-clear that
engineers and scientists can provide intelligent solutions to medical problems and can improve
the quality of life of our patients, our citizens, no matter where they live. The examples from
Botswana or Lesotho are telling of the crisis bioengineers are facing in a global environment … I
have shown my prepublication copy of Richards-Kortum's book to high school students and
young undergraduates … They left my office inspired, as true, new apostles for better health
treatment methods. No other book has made such transformation of young scientists in such a
short time … This book will become the most influential biomedical text of our generation.'
Nicholas Peppas, Fletcher S. Pratt Chair in Engineering, The University of Texas at
Austin'Rebecca Richards-Kortum is one of the brightest and clearest-thinking biomedical
engineers of her generation. Several years ago, she turned her attention to the uses of



biomedical technology for improving world health. In her teaching, first at the University of Texas
and then at Rice University, she was able to refine her observations into a vision for biomedical
engineering that moves beyond the world we see each day. Now she has produced a book that
will enable all of us to make the leap she made, and to see our power and obligations a bit more
clearly. This is the kind of engineering book that comes around only once in a generation.' Mark
Saltzman, Yale University'Helping students understand, early in their academic training, what it
takes to bring novel, safe, and effective medical technologies to the patient is laudatory.
Rebecca Richards-Kortum very nobly succeeds in doing that in the context of resource-
challenged environments by writing a very engaging and provocative book. Bravo!' John H.
Linehan, Professor of Biomedical Engineering and Medicine, Northwestern
University'Biomedical engineers not only need expertise in the science, engineering and
mathematics that underlies their field, they must also know the context in which biomedical
engineering is practiced. Professor Richards-Kortum skilfully presents the key medical, policy,
social and ethical issues that need to be considered in applying biomedical engineering. This is
a comprehensive book that addresses biomedical engineering from a truly global perspective
and shows students how these important issues affect the design of devices and therapies. This
book will also be an important reference for all biomedical engineers.' George Truskey,
Biomedical Engineering, Duke University'This outstanding book by Professor Rebecca Richards-
Kortum on bioengineering and world health is based on her years of pioneering work and superb
teaching on this topic at the University of Texas and Rice University. This pace-setting book
focuses on the application of engineering methods and technological advances to medical
technologies, with an emphasis on improving human health in the world. With the increasing
globalization of science, technology and healthcare, the publication of this book is extremely
timely to meet the urgent demand today. This book addresses the important questions of how to
use science and technology to solve healthcare problems and how to translate these new
healthcare technologies to the bedside. It also considers the important economical, legal and
ethical issues associated with developing new medical technologies to improve world health.
This is a very valuable book not only for teaching in fields such as bioengineering, but also for
reading by the general public. It will have major positive impacts on bioengineering and world
health for years to come.' Shu Chien, President of the Biomedical Engineering Society, Chair of
the Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of California, San DiegoBook
DescriptionCan technology solve health problems across the world? Cutting-edge biomedical
engineering meets human health crises for non-science majors and biomedical engineers.About
the AuthorRebecca Richards-Kortum is the Malcolm Gillis University Professor at Rice
University, Houston and the Director of the Rice 360° Institute for Global Health. Her research
has been instrumental in improving early detection of cancers and other diseases, especially in
low-resources settings. She is currently working with colleagues and undergraduate students to
develop and deploy a suite of technologies necessary to reduce neonatal death in Sub-Saharan
Africa. Dr Richards-Kortum has 40 patents, and her teaching programs, research and



collaborations are supported by grants from NCI, NIH and NSF, the Gates Foundation, and
HHMI. She is a member of the NAS, NEA and the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences.Read more
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Eugene, “Good textbook.. This is a very easy textbook to read. It provides section by section
explanations, which makes sense even if you do not get formal classroom lectures. It is very
interesting to see different kinds of studies and then be able to recognize them in real life.
Pharmacoeconomics is a needed resource for pharmacists.”

Ebook LibraryianNaijaQueen, “Great Book for basic pharmacoeconomics. Does a great job of
explaining the numerous tools for Pharmacoeconomic tests. Definitely recommend it for anyone
just trying to learn the basics”

Jamie Oney, “Great for what it is used for. The book was a great asset to the class it was
required for, it helped to clarify the topic when there was confusion about the lecture presented.”

Egbonna Obi, “Five Stars. Good product”

Franky C. Purpera, “Thank You... Good.”

TK421, “Great resource for PharmD students. I have used this textbook in my 1-credit hour
pharmacoeconomics course for the past two years. The depth and breadth of coverage works
very well for professional pharmacy students. Dr. Rascati reviews examples in the text and
provides additional exercises for student practice. The feedback that I have received from
students is overwhelmingly positive. And, the price is reasonable. My only wish is that the
publisher would make new examples and exercises available each year.”

Paul, “Five Stars. Love it!”

The book by John Jones has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 16 people have provided feedback.
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